Name of the Tool

SAGE Catalogues

Home Page

Logo

URL

https://in.sagepub.com/en-in/sas/node/99963

Subject

Bibliography

Accessibility

On subscription basis

Language

English

Publisher

SAGE Publishing

Brief History

Globally, SAGE Publications came into being in 1965 and is the world's
leading independent academic and professional publisher.

Scope and Coverage

Here the publications include: Academic and reference books with a
breadth of vision and value content, Innovative teaching texts for college
courses, Professional books reflecting practical approach to new
perspectives and challenges, Serious non-fiction books for the informed
and discerning reader. It covers main three subject area that are social
science & humanities; health, life and biomedical science and engineering
and physiacl science. Under the social science & humanities various
subject like Aging & Gerontology, Anthropology & Archaeology, Area &

Ethnic Studies, Arts & Humanities, Business & Management,
Communication & Media Studies, Criminology & Criminal Justice,
Counselling & Psychotherapy, cultural Studies etc. are included. Similarly
under health, life and biomedical science subjects like Clinical Medicine,
Nursing, Plant & Agricultural Sciences, Public Health, Veterinary
Medicine and under engineering and physiacl science subjects like
Engineering & Materials Science, Mathematics, Physics & Chemistry are
included.

Kind of Information

Under a subject or discipline (which under the heading of one main
subject out of three subject) this tool provides primary information like
product type (like journal, textbook etc.); more narrower disciplines (like
Philosophy, drama under Arts & Humanities); status (published, new
titles); available as (e-book etc); imprint; published by etc. Under a
particular subject a list of documents are appeared here with their cover
page and short bibliographic information. Again within a hyperlinked title
more detail bibliographic information like cover page, title, author with
designation, ISBN/ISSN, price, description, content, review, preview etc.
are available. Here some examples are given below for clear
understanding. The example taken from the broad subject social science &
humanities and then agin under the Arts & humanitites.
"Arts & Humanities"

These primary information are
available under the subject
"Arts & Humanities"

( list of entries)

Special Features

 Links to social networking sites like Facebook, Teitter etc.
 Information for book sellers available.
 Contact option present here for any kind of information.
 With each document, purchase option present.
 One can order from different online shopping like Amazone,
Flipkart etc.

Arrangement
Pattern

Subjects (under a btoad disciplines) are arranged in alphabetical order.
Under a particular subject area entries are prensent. Users can sort these
entries by A – Z and Z – A by title wise, A – Z and Z – A by author wise,
and price lowest and highest range wise.
Under the subject ‘Social science & humanities’ the arrangements are as
follows:

Sort by: price from highest to lowest

Remarks

Comparable Tools

SAGE Publication maintains its commitment to produce journals, books
and electronic media content of high quality that reflects a passion for
knowledge and education. SAGE is a world leader in its chosen scholarly,
educational, and professional market domain. SAGE is a leading
international provider of innovative, high-quality content publishing more
than 1000 journals and over 800 new books each year, spanning a wide
range of subject areas.

 Cambridge Core ( https://www.cambridge.org/core)
 Wiley: New book catalogues

(http://as.wiley.com/WileyCDA/Section/id-292263.html)
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